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高一英语第十九期·语法自测

II. Grammar and Vocabulary: Choose the one answer that best completes the sentence.
非

1. The house rent is expensive. I’ve got about half the space I had at home and I’m paying ____ here.
A. as three times much B. as much three times C. three times as much D. much as three time

2. _____ about wild plants that they decided to make a trip to Madagascar for further research.
A. So curious the couple were B. Such curious the couple were
C. So curious were the couple D. Such curious were the couple

3. The authenticity of dialogue and setting often makes low-budget films seem _____ than the somewhat
artificial version of reality in Hollywood movies.
A. less real B. more real C. much real D. real

4. – Did you enjoy the drama last night? – Yes. I’ve never seen _____ one before.
A. the more inspiring B. a more inspiring C. the most inspiring D. a most inspiring

5. – I’m sorry I insulted you, Jimmy. – That’s _____ like it.
A. more B. most C. less D. least

6. – How did you find your visit to the Chinese Pavilion at the Expo?
– I enjoyed it very much. It was _____ interesting than expected.
A. far more B. just as C. so much D. not so

7. I haven’t _____ idea how that terrible accident could have happened to such a little boy.
A. little B. the least C. less D. the little

8. Exercise 3 is _____ difficult in this book, so all the students finish it successfully.
A. least B. the least C. more D. the most

9. Chocolate of various shapes and flavors are generally considered to be _____ gift.
A. most welcomed B. the most welcomed C. a most welcomed D. a most welcome

10. I won’t pay 20 for the jacket; it’s not worth _____.
A. all that much B. that much all C. that all much D. much all that

11. – Do you regret having paid so much for the trip to Maldives?
– No. Since it’s worthwhile, I’d gladly pay _____ for it.
A. twice as much B. twice so much C. twice as many D. twice so many

12. – What do you think of the film we watched yesterday?
– Terrible! I’ve never seen _____ one.
A. the best B. a worse C. a better D. the worst

13. In a training program, the astronauts had to put up with pressure _____ the force of gravity and carry out
both physical and mental tasks at the same time.
A. as three times B. three times as C. three times D. as three times as

14. The more exercise you take in your spare time, _____ it will do to you.
A. the better B. the best C. the more well D. the more good

15. Mr. Black is very happy because the clothes made in his factory have never been _____.
A. popular B. more popular C. most popular D. the most popular
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